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Abstra t
p
We give an O( log n) fa tor approximation algorithm for

overing a re tilinear polygon with
holes using axis-parallel re tangles. This is the rst polynomial time approximation algorithm for
this problem with a o(log n) approximation fa tor.
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Introdu tion

We onsider the problem of overing re tilinear polygons with axis-parallel re tangles. Given a re tilinear polygon P with omplexity n ( omplexity refers to the minimum of the number of verti al edges
and the number of horizontal edges in the polygon), this problem requires determining the minimum
number of axis-parallel re tangles whose union overs P . The polygon P may have holes in it.
Appli ations. Cheng, Iyengar and Kashyap [5℄ showed that this problem has appli ations to image
ompression. They laim that representing an image using a re tangle overing of its white pixels gives
ompression superior to that a hieved by quad-trees. It also has appli ations to printing integrated
ir uits [9℄.
Hardness. Mu h e ort has gone into determining the omputational omplexity of this problem. In
spite of this, the exa t omplexity of this problem has remained open for many years and ontinues
to do so. Masek [20℄ showed that this problem is NP-Complete. Later, Culberson and Re khow [6℄
used a lever redu tion from 3-SAT to show that this is the ase even when P has no holes. The next
natural question is whether the number of re tangles needed to over P an be omputed approximately.
Berman and Dasgupta [2℄ showed that this problem is MaxSNP-Hard for polygons with holes, ruling
out the possibility of a polynomial time approximation s heme.
Approximation Fa tor. Note that the re tangle overing problem is a spe ial ase of the general Set
Covering problem. Therefore, it admits an approximation algorithm with a performan e guarantee of
O(log n) using the greedy s heme due to Johnson and Lovasz [10, 17℄. This was the best approximation
fa tor known for the re tangle overing problem until now. Further, it is known that the general
set overing problem annot be approximated any better, modulo onstant terms, unless N P = P
[18℄. However, this proof of hardness assumes ertain properties about the set system whi h do not
hold for the re tangle overing problem. In this paper, we address the issue of whether the (log n)
approximation fa tor barrier an be broken in polynomial time for the re tangle overing problem.
There seem to be only a few examples of non-trivial algorithms breaking this barrier for spe i
instan es of the set overing problem. Bronnimann and Goodri h [3℄ showed that the overing problem
for any set system with Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension d an be approximated within an O(d log(d ))
fa tor, where is the ost of the optimal
overing. For the re tangle overing problem, while d is a
onstant, an be shown to be (pn); therefore, the Bronnimann-Goodri h algorithm gives only an
O(log n) approximation fa tor. Bronnimann and Goodri h [3℄ also showed that O( ) sized set overs
an be omputed for 2-d Dis Covering and a problem related to 3-d Polytope Separation as these set
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systems admit -nets of small size. It is not lear whether the the re tangle overing problem admits
-nets of small size.
Spe ial Situations. There are spe ial situations when the above barrier an indeed be broken. When
P is hole-free, Franzblau [7℄ showed a fa tor 2 approximation guarantee. When P has holes, Franzblau
also gave an O(n log n) time heuristi whi h gives an O(log n) approximation fa tor. When P is both
verti ally and horizontally onvex (i.e., the interse tion of any verti al or horizontal line and P is just a
single line segment), Chaiken, Kleitman, Saks and Shearer [4℄ gave a polynomial time algorithm whi h
omputed the minimum number of re tangles required, exa tly. This was improved upon by Franzblau
and Kleitman [8℄, who a hieved the same result under the weaker restri tion that P is just verti ally
onvex. Note that both restri tions pre lude the presen e of holes.
Other papers whi h have dealt with this problem are [9, 11, 13, 14, 5℄.
Our Result. We give the rst algorithm to break
the (log n) barrier even when P has holes. Our
algorithm gives an approximation guarantee of O(plog n).
Our algorithm is in fa t trivial and our ontribution lies entirely in showing a lower bound. For
simpli ity, assume that all holes in P are point holes1. Then our algorithm simply puts 1 re tangle for
ea h strip, i.e., a stret h of points between two verti ally aligned holes ( e.g. strip s and its asso iated
re tangle R in Fig.1). This re tangle overs the strip entirely and is made as thi k as possible. It is easy
to see that the re tangles for all strips together over P (the boundary of P must be treated as being
lined by point holes for this). Also note that the re tangles for two distin t strips ould be identi al
(e.g. strips B and D inpFig.2). We show that the total number of distin t re tangles #N obtained in
the above pro ess is O( log n  jOP T j)), where OP T is the minimum over.
The Lower Bound. The main hurdle in breaking the (log n) barrier is to obtain a good lower
bound for the optimum. One su h lower bound is the ardinality of the largest independent set or
antire tangle, i.e., a set of points in P , no two of whi h an be overed by the same re tangle. Chvatal
(as reported in [4℄) originally onje tured that the size of the minimum overing equals the size of the
largest independent set. While this is indeed true for verti ally and horizontally onvex P , as shown by
Chaiken et.al. [4℄, it is not true for general P , with or without holes. Szemeredi found a ounterexample
with holes and Chung found one without holes (both reported in [4℄). Erdos (as reported in [4℄) asked
whether the ratio of the sizes of the minimum overing and the largest independent sets is bounded. It
is easy to show that this ratio is O(log n). However, to the best of our knowledge, the best lower bound
on this ratio known to date is just 21=17 , due to [4℄.
Instead of using the above independent set bound, we use the lique overing lower bound. Consider
the nite set of all points in P after suitable dis retization. Consider the graph G with these points
as verti es and an edge between two points if and only if they are both overed by some re tangle. It
is easy to see that jOP T j is exa tly the size of smallest lique over of this graph (i.e., a olle tion of
liques that overs all verti es). We shall lower bound the lique over number by obtaining an upper
bound on the sizes of liques in OP T .
One problem we fa e in the pro ess is that the liques of G ould be very variable in size, and
therefore, do not admit a uniform upper bound. However, we show that if none of the strips are
jumpers (we will de ne this term in Se tion 3.2), then we an hoose (#N ) points su h that the
maximum lique size in the subgraph indu ed by them is O(plog n), and therefore, jOP T j = ( p#logN n ),
as required. Our proof of this fa t is based on a somewhat detailed exploration of the stru ture of liques
in G.
There is a orresponden e between the points that are hosen in the above indu ed subgraph and the
set of strips. We hoose two points for ea h strip, one to its left and one to its right, after partitioning
the strips into disjoint sets alled families (de ned later); this ensures that the indu ed subgraph has
(#Np) points. As mentioned earlier, if there are no jumpers, we show that the maximum lique size
is O( log n) (this is not stri tly true; we show that a further subset pof this set of points has this
property). Also, the number of jumpers turns out to be at most (jOP T j log n), so we an ignore su h
strips and argue about the points de ned by the rest. The above des ription is very in omplete, and
will be developed formally in the remaining se tions.


1 The ase when the holes are arbitrary an e e tively be redu ed to the ase of point holes, as we will show later in
this paper.
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Figure 1: The Grid: Dark Cells and external ells are holes. C1 ; C2 form a strip s of length 2. R is the
re tangle asso iated with s, and u and l are its upper and lower holes, respe tively.
A signi ant point to note is that while we show a lower bound on the lique overing number of
graph G in the absen e of jumpers, we are unable to show a good lower bound on the size of the largest
independent set. We an show that the number of families is a lower bound on the size of the largest
independent set; however, the average family size an be as large as (log n), as we shall show later.
Roadmap. In Se tion 2, we show how to dis retize the polygon and then des ribe our algorithm for
laying re tangles. For simpli ity and larity, we rst explain the arguments in Se tion 3 under some
restri tive assumptions. The general ase requires a re nement of these ideas, and is handled in Se tion
4. Se tion 5 des ribes an example where the average family size is large. Se tion 6 mentions the loose
threads whi h remain in this problem and also des ribes some related problems.
2

Preliminaries

Consider the grid formed by drawing in nitely long lines through ea h verti al and horizontal edge of
the polygon (i.e., both the polygon boundary and the hole boundaries) (see Fig.1). Note that this need
not be a uniform grid; the spa ing between adja ent grid lines is not ne essarily the same. Let n denote
the verti al omplexity of P , i.e., the number of horizontal grid lines. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the verti al omplexity is at most the horizontal omplexity.
Viewing the entire plane as partitioned into grid ells, the term hole shall hen eforth denote any
grid ell whi h is in the exterior of the polygon (i.e., either outside the outer boundary or within one of
the holes). Sin e any grid ell lies either ompletely in the interior of the polygon or ompletely in the
exterior of the polygon (see Fig.1), the above term is well-de ned.
Note that any two holes are either perfe tly aligned or ompletely misaligned with respe t to the
grid lines. Also note that two holes ould lie side by side, tou hing ea h other (e.g. holes A; B in Fig.1).
If we treat ea h grid ell as a point, we get the ase of point holes. However, the rest of the des ription
will be in terms of ells.
2.1 De ning Strips and Laying Re tangles

A sequen e of onse utive verti ally aligned non-hole ells bounded by a hole on the top and the bottom
onstitutes a strip (see Fig.1). The length of a strip A is the number of ells in it and is denoted by
l(A). The upper hole for a strip is the hole whi h lies immediately above the topmost ell for that strip.
Lower holes are de ned similarly.
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Figure 2: A Family: Strips A; B; C are in one right family and have the ommon blo king hole h. D is
unne essary and has the same asso iated re tangle as B. B r-spans A. Strips E and F are disjoint.
For ea h strip, we de ne its asso iated re tangle to be the unique re tangle that overs this strip,
and extends as far as possible to the left and to the right. In other words, the asso iated re tangle
is obtained by sweeping the strip to the left and right, till it is blo ked by some holes on both sides
(see Fig.1). The algorithm just puts the asso iated re tangle of every strip. Lemma 1 shows that these
re tangles indeed
over the given polygon. The rest of the paper proves that this naive way of overing
is at most O(plog n) fa tor larger than the optimum.
The hole whi h blo ks the asso iated re tangle of a strip S on the right is alled the right blo king
hole of S , with ties broken in favor of the topmost hole. Left Blo king Holes are de ned similarly.
Lemma 1 Ea h point in the polygon is ontained in the asso iated re tangle of some strip.

Ea h non-hole grid ell, , belongs to a unique strip. This is be ause if the ell is swept
verti ally up and down, it would hit a hole in both dire tions. So all the non-hole grid ells, b, whi h
lie verti ally above or below , with no hole appearing between b and , form a strip. The re tangle
asso iated with this strip ontains . 2
Note that two strips ould have identi al asso iated re tangles (e.g. strips B; D in Fig.2). Consider
equivalen e lasses of strips, where strips with the same asso iated re tangle are in one lass. All but
the rightmost of the strips in an equivalen e lass are alled unne essary strips. Clearly, an unne essary
strip an be ignored. It suÆ es to a ount for the re tangles asso iated with ne essary strips.

Proof.

2.2 Spanning, Nestedness and Disjointness

A re tangle asso iated with strip A is said to pass through strip B if some but not all of the ells in
strip B are ontained in this re tangle (see Fig.2). In this situation, B is said to l-span A if it is to the
left of A and r-span A if it is to the right of A. Note the stri t ondition in the above de nition, i.e.,
the length of B must be stri tly greater than that of A.
A olle tion of strips is alled right nested if the strips in rease in length from left to right and ea h
strip r-spans all smaller strips. Left Nesting is de ned analogously. The strips A, B, and C in Fig.4 are
left nested.
Two strips A; B are said to be disjoint if one of the following onditions holds: (i) the lower hole
of A is horizontally aligned with or higher than the upper hole of B, or (ii) the upper hole of A is
horizontally aligned with or below the lower hole of B (see Fig.2).
2.3 Su essors, Terminals and Witness Cells.

We bound the approximation fa tor of our algorithm by rst identifying a subset of the non-hole ells
and then showing lower bounds on the number of re tangles needed to over these ells. The non-hole
ells we identify are alled witness ells. There are two kinds of witness ells, left witness ells and right
witness ells. To de ne witness ells, we need the notion of su essor strips.
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Figure 3: Right witnesses for non-terminal strip A and terminal strip C .
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Figure 4: A Left Clique. B l-spans A and C l-spans B
We will de ne su essor strips formally later. Here, we introdu e some properties of su essors. The
strip for a strip A r-spans A and the left su essor for a strip A l-spans A. Not ea h
ne essary strip has a right su essor; those strips whi h do not have right su essors are alled right
terminal strips. Left terminal strips are de ned analogously.
Given su essors and terminals, witnesses are de ned as follows. For ea h right terminal strip A, its
right witness ell is the ell in A whi h is horizontally aligned with its right blo king hole (see Fig.3).
For ea h right non-terminal strip A, its right witness is the ell in its right su essor strip whi h is
horizontally aligned with A's upper hole (see Fig.3). Analogous fa ts hold for the left.
Note that right witnesses for right non-terminal strips A are not well de ned if the upper hole of the
right su essor of A is aligned with the upper hole of A. An analogous fa t holds for left witnesses of
left non-terminal strips. This is learly a problem be ause the above pro ess may not de ne suÆ iently
many witness ells to obtain a good enough lower bound on the size of the optimum. We solve this
problem by rst identifying a onstant fra tion of the ne essary strips with the following property: ea h
su h strip has a well de ned left witness. The remaining ne essary strips are alled dis arded strips and
they play no role in the proof.
The pre ise de nition of su essor strips and the des ription of whi h strips are dis arded appears
in subsequent se tions. We set up some more preliminaries in this se tion.
right su essor

2.4 Cliques and the Optimum Cover

The optimum over, denoted by OP T , must over all the witness ells de ned above. Consider a graph
G whose verti es are the various witness ells de ned above and whose edges denote that the two
asso iated ells an be overed together by a single re tangle. Note that ea h ell is either ompletely
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and the 6 possible re tangles formed by ea h pair of

inside or ompletely outside any maximal re tangle (one whi h has holes tou hing all four sides). Two
witness ells are said to be independent if no single re tangle overs both of them, i.e., there is no edge
between them in G. The following lemma holds.
Lemma 2 All witness ells ontained in any re tangle form a lique in G. Conversely, any lique in
G omprises witness ells whi h an be overed by just one re tangle.

The rst statement of the lemma follows from the de nition of G.
We now show that any lique C in G an be overed by one re tangle. Let a; b; ; d be the leftmost,
topmost, rightmost and bottommost witness ells in C , respe tively. Note that a; b; ; d need not be
all distin t. We laim that the re tangle R having a; b; ; d on its left, top, right and bottom edges,
respe tively, is hole-free (see Fig.5). The laim then follows sin e a; b; ; d are extreme points.
To show that R is hole-free onsider all edges between witness ells a; b; ; d. If a; b; ; d are all distin t
there will be 6 su h edges, and fewer otherwise. There exist up to 6 re tangles, ea h of whi h overs
both witness ells for one of the above edges (see Fig.5). Clearly, R is ontained in the union of these
re tangles. 2
We partition the witness ells into O(jOP T j) liques, where jOP T j denotes the number of re tangles
used by OP T , in the following manner. For ea h witness ell, assign it to some re tangle overing it
in OP T , breaking ties arbitrarily. From Lemma 2 above, this orresponds to a partition of witness
ells into liques. We partition ea h lique further into two parts, one ontaining left witness ells
and another ontaining right witness ells; these parts are alled the left lique and the right lique,
respe tively.
Remark. We say that a strip is in a parti ular left lique (right lique, respe tively) if its left witness
ell (right witness ell, respe tively) is in that lique and, by abuse of notation, we will sometimes
identify a strip with its witness ell.
To bound the approximation fa tor of our algorithm, we will show a lower bound on the number
of liques obtained above. This lower bound will exploit several interesting properties of these liques.
However, before we des ribe this properties, we need to spe ify how su essors are determined and how
strips to be dis arded are identi ed. We start by des ribing the above for a simpler spe ial ase so as
to bring out the intuition behind our proof.
We again remind the reader that unne essary strips are being ignored and any referen e to a strip
in the rest of the paper denotes a ne essary strip.
Proof.

3

The Lower Bound Argument: A Spe ial Case

We make the following assumptions in this se tion, and illustrate the main ideas of the proof of the
lower bound for this spe ial ase. We shall return to the general ase in Se tion 4.
Assumption 1. The length of ea h strip is a power of 2.
6

The upper hole of a strip is not horizontally aligned with that of its left or right
su essor strip. The notion of a su essor strip was introdu ed in Se tion 2 and su essors will be
de ned shortly.
Re all the pre eding dis ussion on dis arded strips in Se tion 2. Assumption 2 pre ludes exa tly
those situations whi h for ed us to introdu e the notion of dis arded strips. It follows that there is
no need to dis ard any strips. Thus, all ne essary strips will have asso iated left and right witnesses.
Assumption 1 will make the de nition of su essor strips a little easier.

Assumption 2.

3.1 De ning Families and Su essors

We organize strips into families as follows. Our proofs ru ially exploit the interplay between liques
and families.
We de ne a right family to be a set of strips with the same right blo king hole (Fig.2). It is easy to
see that strips in a right family are right nested (the stri t in rease in strip lengths from left to right is
a onsequen e of the absen e of unne essary strips). The right su essor of a strip A in a right family
is de ned as the next strip A0 to the right in the family. The rightmost strip in the family does not
have a su essor and is a right terminal strip. Left families, su essors, and terminal strips are de ned
analogously. It follows from Assumption 1 and the nestedness property that the number of strips in a
family is at most log n.
Remark. The notion of su essor de ned above will have to be hanged when we deal with the general
ase in Se tion 4 in the following manner. We will de ne two kinds of strips and use the above de nition
for strips of the rst kind; strips of the se ond kind will require a di erent de nition and the su essor
of su h a strip A will have length < 2l(A). However, it will ontinue to be the ase that the right
su essor of A r-spans A and similarly, the left su essor of A l-spans A, for all undis arded strips A.
Note that Assumption 1 pre ludes the existen e of strips of the se ond kind above.
3.2 Properties of Cliques

Our proof is based on some stru tural fa ts, whi h we state in the following lemmas. In Se tion 3.3,
we will use these lemmas to obtain the approximation fa tor. The proofs of these lemmas appear in
Se tion 3.4.
Lemma 3 All right (left, respe tively) witness ells asso iated with right (left, respe tively) terminal
strips are independent. Therefore, the number of families and terminal strips is O(jOP T j).

All further referen es to strips in subsequent lemmas in this se tion will be to non-terminal strips.
Lemma 4 Strips in a right (left, respe tively) lique belong to distin t right (left, respe tively) families.
Lemma 5 With the ex eption of at most one strip, all strips in a right (left, respe tively) lique onstitute a right (left, respe tively) nested set of strips.

Thus, ea h lique of OP T has at most 2 ex eptions, one in ea h dire tion. The total number of
ex eption strips is therefore O(jOP T j). These ex eption strips an be removed from onsideration.
Fig.6 shows an example of an ex eption strip in a right lique. All further referen es to liques in this
se tion will assume that ex eption strips are not present.
Lemma 6 Strips in any right (left, respe tively) lique are in distin t length ategories, i.e., if a parti ular strip has length in the range [2i ; 2i+1 ), then the next strip to the right (left, respe tively) has
length at least 2 2i+1 .
In addition, for any x > 0, the number of strips in a right (left, respe tively) lique or a right (left,
respe tively) family whose length is at least 2x times the length of one of the two previous strips to the
left (right, respe tively) is O( logx n ).
2 Strips in a lique will a tually at least double in length by Assumption 1. However, we prefer to work with this weaker
ondition as it generalizes even when Assumption 1 is dropped.
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Lemma 7 Let A; B be strips in a parti ular right (left, respe tively) lique, with l A < l B . Let
A0 ; B 0 be the right (left, respe tively) su essors of A; B , respe tively. These four strips must be in the
following order from left to right (right to left, respe tively): A; B; B 0 ; A0 . In addition, A0 annot r-span
(l-span, respe tively) B and must have its upper hole above that of B .

A strip A is alled a right jumper if its right
su essor has length at least 2l(A), where
p
 is a parameter. This parameter will be set to ( log n) at the end. Left jumpers are de ned
analogously. The verti al separation between two holes a; b is the verti al distan e between their lower
boundaries, measured in terms of the number of grid ells (see Fig. 12).
Lemma 8 Let A; B be non-jumper strips in some right (left, respe tively) lique with l(A) < l(B ). The

De nitions.

following two fa ts hold.

1. The verti al separation between the upper holes of A and B is at most 2 l(A).

2. If A is not amongst the smallest  non-jumper strips in this right lique (left lique, respe tively),
) .
the verti al separation between the upper holes of A and B is at most 2(l(B1)

Lemma 9 Let A and B be strips belonging to the same right (left, respe tively) lique, with l(A) < l(B ).
Then A lies ompletely above the right (left, respe tively) blo king hole of B .

Lemma 10 Let C and C 0 be the left and right liques, respe tively, ontaining the left and right witness
ells, respe tively, of strip A. Let B be a strip in C smaller than A. Let B 0 be a strip in C 0 smaller
than A. Then B 0 annot l-span B and B annot r-span B 0 .

3.3 A ounting for Strips
The number of terminal strips is O(jOP T j) by Lemma 3. The number of jumper strips is O(jOP T j logn )

by Lemma 6. All referen es to strips in the rest of this se tion are to non-terminal, non-jumper, nonex eption (see Lemma 5) strips. All referen es to liques assume that terminal, jumper, and ex eption
strips have been removed; referen es to lique sizes denote sizes subsequent to this removal.
We now onsider the remaining strips and show that there exists a large subset W of the witnesses
asso iated with these strips su h that the graph indu ed by W has only small, i.e., size (), liques.
A rough reason why su h a subset W exists is as follows.
By the nestedness property of strips in a lique and by Assumption 1, large liques will ne essarily
have long strips and will therefore require proportionately large verti al spa e. In addition, Lemma 8
states that if A; B are strips in a large lique, then the verti al separation between the upper holes of A
8

and B is small. Given the properties of liques stated above, we will show that the left liques ontaining
A; B and the right liques ontaining A; B annot all satisfy the dual requirements of large verti al spa e
and small verti al separation, unless one of these liques is small. This intuition is formalized below.
Remark. We mention here that the rest of this se tion uses only Lemmas 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.
Assumptions 1 and 2 will not be used dire tly. When we drop these assumptions and pro eed to the
general ase, we will apply the des ription below to a arefully hosen subset of strips, for whi h the
above lemmas will indeed hold.
De nition. The right follower of a strip B is de ned to be the unique next longer strip, if any, in the
right lique ontaining B (uniqueness holds from Lemma 5 and sin e ex eptions are ignored). In Fig.6,
D is a follower of B . Strip A also has D as its follower, but A is dropped as it is an ex eption strip.
Left followers are de ned similarly.
Lemma 11 Let P; Q be strips in some right lique C , with Q being the right follower of P (Q need not
exist). Then one of the following must hold.

3 strips in C or P is the largest strip in C .
Q is among the smallest 5 + 1 strips in C 00 , where C 00 denotes the left
2l(P )  l(Q).

1 P is among the smallest
2
3

lique ontaining Q.

4 Let C 0 denote the left lique ontaining P . Let P 0 be the strip in C 0 whose left follower is P .
Either P 0 does not exist or 2 l(P 0 )  l(P ).
5 Let Q1 : : : Qk , in in reasing order of length, be the strips in C 00 whi h are smaller than Q. Then
22l(Qk 1)  l(Q).

Analogous statements hold for strips P; Q in a left lique C .

We suppose that none of the above 5 onditions holds to get a ontradi tion.
Sin e ondition 1 is not satis ed, Q exists. Sin e ondition 2 is not satis ed, k  5+1. By Lemma
10, none of Q1 : : : Qk r-span P (see Fig.7(a)). Similarly, P annot l-span any of Q1 : : : Qk . By Lemma 5,
Q r-spans P and l-spans ea h of Q1 : : : Qk ; therefore the hat hed regions must be hole-free. We onsider
two ases now, depending upon whether the upper hole of Qk is above or below that of P .
First, suppose the upper hole of Qk is aligned with or above that of P (see Fig.7(a)). The lower hole
of Qk must be above that of P , otherwise Qk r-spans P , whi h ontradi ts Lemma 10. Therefore, the left
blo king hole of Qk will be horizontally aligned with or above the upper hole of P . By Lemma 9, Qk 1
is ompletely above this blo king hole, and therefore ompletely above P . Sin e the 5th ondition isl(not
satis ed, 22l(Qk 1 ) > l(Q). Then the verti al separation between P and Q is at least l(Qk 1 ) > 22Q) .
Sin e the 1st londition
is not satis ed, Lemma 8 implies that the the verti al separation between P
(
Q)
and Q is most 22 , a ontradi tion. While applying Lemma 8, re all that jumpers have been ex luded
from liques earlier.
Se ond, suppose the upper hole of Qk is below that of P (see Fig.7(b)). The bottom hole of Qk must
be below that of P , otherwise, P will l-span Qk , whi h ontradi ts Lemma 10. Sin e Qk l-spans ea h of
Q1 : : : Qk 1 , these must also have their upper holes below that of P . Sin e P annot l-span Q1 : : : Qk
(by Lemma 10), their lower holes must also be below that of P . Sin e ondition 4 is violated, P 0 exists.
By Lemma 5, P l-spans P 0, and therefore P 0 must be to the right of Q (see Fig.7(b)). Sin e P l-spans
P 0 , Q l-spans ea h of Q1 : : : Qk (by Lemma 5), and lower holes of Q1 : : : Qk are below that of P , it must
be the ase that ea h of Q1 : : : Qk either l-spans P 0 or is ompletely below it (Qk l-spans P 0 while Qi
lies below P 0 in Fig.7(b)). We laim that at most 2 of Q1 : : : Qk an l-span P 0. This is shown in the
next paragraph. Then the verti al separation between the upper holes of Qk 2 (whi h is ompletely
below P 0) and Q is at least l(P 0) > l2(P) > l2(2Q) (be ause onditions 3 and 4 are not satis ed). Sin e
k 2 > 3, Lemma 8 applied to Qk 2 and Q implies that the verti al separation between the upper
holes of these two strips is at most l2(2Q) , a ontradi tion.
It remains to show that at most 2 of Q1 : : : Qk an l-span P00. We show that Qk 20 annot l-span
0
P . Suppose this is not true. Then Qk 2 : : : Qk all l-span P and l(Qk 2 ) > l(P ). By Lemma
Proof.
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Figure 7: Two situations for the upper hole of Qk .
6, Qk 2 : : : Qk are in distin t length ategories and therefore l(Q)  22l(Qk 2) > 22l(P 0) >
2l(P ). The last inequality follows from the violation of ondition 4. Then ondition 3 is satis ed, a
ontradi tion. 2
Corollary 12 The number of non-terminal, non-jumper, non-ex eption strips is O(jOP T j ( logn +)).
Proof. Ea h non-terminal, non-jumper, non-ex eption strip P must be in some right lique C and in
some left lique C 0.
We onsider 5 lasses of these strips, depending upon whi h of the onditions in Lemma 11 is
satis ed. The number of strips P whi h satisfy the rst ondition is learly O(jOP T j  ) be ause
ea h lique inlogOP
T has O() su h strips. The number of strips P whi h satisfy the third ondition is
O(jOP T j  ( n )) by Lemma 6. Similarly, the number of strips P whi h satisfy the fourth ondition
is O(jOP T j  logn ). Next, onsider strips P whi h satisfy either ondition 2 or 5. Su h a strip P has a
unique right follower Q. Note that any strip is the right follower of at most one strip. Thus it suÆ es
to bound the number of strips Q whi h are right followers of strips P satisfying ondition 2 or 5. Using
the same argument as for ondition 1, the number of strips Q satisfying ondition 2 is O(jOP T j  ).
Using an argument
similar to that for ondition 4, the number of strips Q satisfying ondition 5 is
n
).
2
O(jOP T j  log

Thus, given Assumptions 1 and 2, bypsetting  = (plog n) we get that the number of re tangles laid
out by our algorithm is within an O( log n) fa tor of the optimal.
3.4 Proofs

We give the proofs of Lemmas 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, in that order. For the general ase, we will
not repeat the proofs of these lemmas. To onvin e the reader that these proofs would ontinue to hold
even in the absen e of Assumptions 1 and 2, we des ribe the proofs so that they are dependent only
on the following fa ts and on proofs of previous lemmas in the above order, instead of Assumptions 1
and 2 dire tly. These fa ts are onsequen es of Assumptions 1 and 2 and of the way in whi h families
and su essors were de ned. Thus, as long as the general ase obeys these fa ts, and if we derive the
generalizations of these lemmas in the same order, these proofs will ontinue to hold. However, there is
one ex eption, namely the rst part of Lemma 6, where we shall use Assumption 1. This shall require
reproving when we get to the general ase. This will be made pre ise in Se tion 4.4.
We state Fa ts 1{6 here.
Fa t 1. Strips in a right (left, respe tively) family are right (left, respe tively)-nested and have the
same right (left, respe tively) blo king hole. Further, strips in distin t right (left, respe tively) families
have distin t right (left, respe tively) blo king holes.
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Figure 8: Witnesses of terminal strips are independent.
Ea h family has one terminal strip. Further, strips in a family lie in distin t length ategories
(length ategories are given by the length ranges [2i; 2i+1), 1  i  log n 1).
Note that by Assumption 1, strips in a family satisfy a stronger property, namely, they at least
double in size. However, the weaker property stated above will be all that is available in the general
ase.
Fa t 3. The right (left, respe tively) su essor of a strip A is the next strip to the right (left, respe tively) in the right (left, respe tively) family ontaining A.
Fa t 4. The right (left, respe tively) su essor of a strip A r-spans (l-spans, respe tively) A.
Fa t 5. The right (left, respe tively) witness of a non-terminal strip A, if it exists, is horizontally
aligned with the upper hole of A and lies on the right (left, respe tively) su essor of A.
Note that the ondition \if it exists" always holds by Assumption 2. However, this will not be true
in the general ase, after Assumptions 1,2 are dropped.
Fa t 6. The right (left, respe tively) witness of a terminal strip lies on the terminal strip itself and is
horizontally aligned with its right (left, respe tively) blo king hole.
We now give the proofs. At the end of ea h proof below, we make a areful note of whi h of the
above fa ts are used.
Proof of Lemma 3. We give the proof for right terminals. The proof for left terminals is similar.
Suppose for a ontradi tion that there are two right terminal strips P; Q whose right witnesses are
not independent. P and Q must be in distin t right families and their right blo king holes are distin t,
by Fa ts 1 and 2. Re all that the right witness ells of P and Q are in P and Q, respe tively, and are
horizontally aligned with their respe tive right blo king holes (see Fa t 6).
Consider a re tangle ontaining the two witness ells; su h a re tangle exists by Lemma 2 (see Fig.8).
Clearly, both P and Q must have their upper holes above and lower holes below this re tangle. Without
loss of generality, assume P is to the left of Q. Note that the right blo king holes for both P and Q
must be in the hat hed region (i.e., the extension of the above re tangle to the right, the re tangle
itself must be hole-free). Therefore, both blo king holes must be to the right of Q. Then it follows that
whi hever one of these holes o urs further to the right of the other annot be the right blo king hole
for either P or Q. In addition, if the two blo king holes are verti ally aligned, the lower one annot be
the right blo king hole for either P or Q3. This gives a ontradi tion. 2
Remark: Note that the above proof used only Fa ts 1, 2, 6 among the 6 fa ts listed above.
Proof of Lemma 4. We show that if A and B are two strips in the same right family, their right
witness ells are independent. Similar arguments hold for the right.
Without loss of generality, assume that l(A) < l(B). By Fa t 1, B is to the right of A and r-spans
A. By Fa ts 3 and 5, A de nes its right witness ell either on B (if B is the right su essor of A) or
Fa t 2.

3

Here, we use the fa t that ties for the blo king hole were broken in favour of the upper hole.
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Figure 9: Two situations for M; N in Lemma 5 if N neither r-spans M nor is disjoint from M .
to the left of B. Sin e B de nes its right witness ell on the horizontal line ontaining the upper hole
of B and to the right of the upper hole of B, it is easy to see that any re tangle ontaining the right
witness ells of A and B has to ontain the upper hole of B. This implies that these two witness ells
are independent and annot be in a lique. 2
Remark: Note that the above proof used only Fa ts 1, 3, 5 among the 6 fa ts listed above.
Proof of Lemma 5. We prove the lemma for a right lique C ; similar arguments hold for left liques.
The following fa t will be useful.
Fa t. Suppose strips M and N are two strips in C and M is either to the left of N or verti ally aligned
with it. Then either M and N are disjoint or N r-spans M . This must be true, otherwise, one of the
two situations shown in Fig.9 holds and then M 's right witness ell will be independent from the right
witness ell of N (re all Fa ts 4 and 5).
Suppose the strips in C are not right nested. By the above fa t, if ea h strip in C r-spans the
smallest strip in C , then there are no disjoint strips in C and the strips in C must be right nested. So
there must exist a strip in C whi h is disjoint from the smallest strip A in C ; onsider the smallest su h
strip B. Clearly, neither A nor B an r-span any strip in C . We will show that all other strips D in
C must r-span the lower of A; B . It would then follow from the above fa t that the strips in C with
the upper of A; B removed are right nested. We onsider the ase when B is below A; the other ase is
similar.
Consider a strip D in C , other than the strips A; B, and suppose for a ontradi tion that D does
not r-span B. Re all from the previous paragraph that neither A nor B r-span any other strips in C .
By the above fa t, D must be disjoint from B. Further, either D is disjoint from A or is to the right of
A and r-spans A (see Fig.10(a); (b)). We will show in the next paragraphs that the right blo king holes
of the two upper strips among A; B; D must be identi al. But, by Lemma 4, A; B; D must all be in
distin t right families and therefore, by Fa t 1, they have distin t right blo king holes, a ontradi tion.
To show that the right blo king holes of the two upper strips among A; B; D must be identi al,
onsider the re tangle R asso iated with lique C (by Lemma 2, su h a re tangle exists). This re tangle
has the following properties. The right witness ells for A; B; D are all in R and A; B; D are themselves
to the left of R. By Fa t 5, the right witness ells of A; B; D are aligned with their respe tive upper holes
and lie on their respe tive right su essors, A0 ; B0; D0. By Fa t 4, A0 ; B0; D0 r-span A; B; D, respe tively.
Therefore, R must have its upper edge above the upper holes of A; B; D and its lower edge below all
these holes. In addition, A0; B0; D0 must all have their upper holes above R and bottom holes below R
(see Fig.10); these su essor strips must stab verti ally through R. Note that the relative pla ement of
A0 ; B 0 ; D0 is not important, though Fig.10 shows D0 pla ed between A0 and B 0 . Re all again that A; B
are disjoint, D; B are disjoint and D either r-spans A or is disjoint from A.
It follows from these properties that the right blo king holes of the upper two strips X; Y amongst
strips A; B; D must be in the hat hed region, i.e., the right extension of R. Next, sin e a strip and
its right su essor must have the same right blo king hole by Fa ts 1 and 3, the leftmost hole in the
hat hed region must be the right blo king hole for both X; Y , as required. 2
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Figure 10: (a) D r-spans A but not B. (b) A; B; D are disjoint. The order in whi h the su essors
are present is not important.

A0 ; B 0 ; D0

Remark: Note that the above proof dire tly used only Fa ts 1, 3, 4, 5 among the 6 fa ts listed above,
and Lemma 4.
Proof of Lemma 6. Strips in a right (or left) lique stri tly in rease in length by Lemma 5. The rst
part of the lemma then follows from Assumption 1.
Next, we prove the se ond part of Lemma 6. Right families are right-nested by Fa t 1. By Lemma
5, right liques are also right-nested. Therefore, in both right families and right liques, strip lengths
in rease stri tly monotoni ally to the right. Sin e the smallest strip length is 20 and the largest is 2log n,
the lemma follows. Similar argument holds for left families and liques. 2
Remark: Note that the above proof dire tly used Assumption 1 and only Fa t 1 among the 6 fa ts
listed above, and Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 7. We prove the lemma for a right lique C . The argument for left liques is similar.
From Lemma 5, it follows that B r-spans A and hen e must lie to the right of A. If B is to the
right of A0 then the right witness ells a and b of A and B respe tively are independent (see Fig.11(b),
also see Fa ts 4 and 5). Therefore, B is to the left of A0 and to the right of A. To show that the right
su essor of B also lies between A and A0 , we show in the next paragraph that A0 annot r-span B.
Sin e A0 and B both r-span A, they annot be disjoint either. Then, it follows that the right blo king
hole of B is verti ally aligned with or to the left of A0 . Therefore, the right su essor of B is also to the
left of A0 (sin e by Fa ts 1 and 3, a strip and it right su essor have the same right blo king hole).
Suppose A0 r-spans B. Then, the right blo king hole of B would be the same as that of A (whi h
is identi al to that of A0 by Fa ts 1 and 3) (see Fig.11( ), the hat hed region must be hole-free); then
A and B would be in the same right family by Fa t 1. This ontradi ts Lemma 4.
It remains to show that the upper hole of A0 is above that of B. By Fa t 5,0 B's right witness ell
lies on the horizontal line ontaining the upper hole of B. If the upper hole of A is horizontally aligned
with or below that of B, the witness ells a and b of A and B respe tively would be independent (see
Fig.11(d)). Hen e, the upper hole of A0 lies above that of B. 2
Remark: Note that the above proof dire tly used only Fa ts 1, 3, 4, 5 among the 6 fa ts listed above,
and Lemmas 4 and 5.
Proof of Lemma 8. We prove the lemma for a right lique C . An analogous argument holds for left
liques.
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First, onsider part 1. Let A0 be the right su essor of A. By Fa t 4, A0 r-spans A. By Lemma 5,
B must r-span A. By Lemma 7, the upper hole of A0 is above that of B . It follows that the verti al
separation between the upper holes of B and A is at most l(A0) and l(A0 )  l(A)2, be ause A is not
a right jumper. Part 1 follows.
Next, onsider part 2. Let D be the smallest non-jumper strip in C , and let D0 be the right su essor
of D. D0 exists be ause D is not a terminal. We will show in the next paragraph that the verti al
separation between the upper holes of B and A is at most l(D0). Sin e D is not a right jumper,
l(D0 )  l(D)2 . Further, sin e there are at least  strips smaller than A in C , using the in rease in
) , as required.
length ategories given by Lemma 6, we get l(D0)  l(D)2  2l((B)) 2 = 2(l(B1)
It remains to show that the verti al separation between the upper holes of B and A is at most l(D0).
By Lemma 5, A and B both r-span D. By Lemma 7, A and B are between D and D0. Sin e D0 is the
right su essor of D, D0 must r-span D (see Fa t 4); therefore,
the lower hole of D0 is below the upper
0
hole of A. Further, by Lemma 7, the upper hole of D is above0 that of B. It follows that the verti al
separation between the upper holes of B and A is at most l(D ). 2
Remark: Note that the above proof dire tly used only Fa t 4 among the 6 fa ts listed above, and
Lemmas 5,6 and 7.
Proof of Lemma 9. We prove the lemma for a right lique C ; the argument for the left is analogous.
By Lemma 5, B r-spans A. Let A0 be the right su essor of A and B0 that of B. By Fa t 4, A0
r-spans A. By Lemma 7, B and B0 are between A and A0 , A0 annot r-span B, and the upper hole
of A0 is above that of B. It follows that the right blo king hole d of B must be to the left of A0 (See
Fig.13) and d an be only in the two hat hed regions in the gure. But if it in the upper of these two
regions, by Fa t 5, the right witness ells for A and B are independent. Therefore, it must be in the
lower hat hed region, whi h is ompletely below A. 2
Remark: Note that the above proof dire tly uses only Fa ts 4, 5 among the 6 fa ts listed above, and
Lemmas 5,7.
Proof of Lemma 10. Suppose B 0 l-spans B (Fig.14(a)). The hat hed region must be hole-free sin e
A l-spans B and r-spans B 0 (see Lemma 5). This means that B has its left blo king hole to the left of
B 0 . Next, B 's left su essor is either to the left of B 0 or to the right of A. This is true be ause any strip
between B0 and A whi h l-spans B must r-span B0 as well, and annot have its left blo king hole to the
left of B0 (re all from Fa ts 1 and 3 that B and its left su essor must have the same left blo king hole).
Using Fa ts 4,5, it follows that the left witness ell of B is independent from that of A, a ontradi tion.
Therefore B0 annot l-span B.
By an argument symmetri (see Fig.14(b)) to the one above, B annot r-span B0. 2
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Figure 14: Possibilities pre luded by Lemma 10: (a) B0 l-spans B. (b) B r-spans B0
Remark: Note that the above proof dire tly used only Fa ts 1, 3, 4, 5 among the 6 fa ts listed above,
and Lemma 5.
4

The General Case: Removing Ill-Behaved Strips

We now need to handle the general ase. Assumption 2 is not very hard to handle; it is possible to show
that a good fra tion of strips de ne witnesses on at least one of the two sides. Assumption 1 is the most
severe: strips of arbitrary lengths ould result in large families and liques in whi h the progression of
strip lengths des ribed by Lemma 6 is absent. This for es us to alter the notion of su essor/family
de ned in this se tion, and partition strips into lasses based on the nature of left and right su essors.
A detailed analysis is then needed for ea h of these lasses.
Re all that we have already identi ed and de ided to ignore unne essary strips. The aim now is
to dis ard some more ill-behaved strips, and then rede ne su essors and families for the strips whi h
remain. These remaining strips will onstitute a onstant fra tion of the number of the re tangles laid
out by our algorithm and ea h su h strip will have the property that it de nes either a left witness ell
or a right witness ell or both. Unlike the previous spe ial ase, it will no longer be true that ea h strip
is part of some family. Ea h strip will still have a su essor, though.
4.1 Dis arding Strips

Consider two sets of strips. The rst set omprises ne essary strips A with the property that Al exists,
where Al is the losest ne essary strip to the left, if any, su h that the upper holes of Al and A are
horizontally aligned (Fig.15(a)) and Al l-spans A. The se ond set omprises ne essary strips A with
the property that Ar exists, where Ar is the losest ne essary strip to the right, if any, su h that the
upper hole of Ar and A are horizontally aligned (Fig.15(b)) and Ar r-spans A. By Lemma 13 below,
the strips in the smaller of the above two sets an be ignored. Without loss of generality, assume that
the former set is smaller. Let S 0 denote the set omprising the remaining strips. For all strips A in S 0 ,
Al does not exist. This property, along with the subsequent de nition of su essors, will ensure that
left witnesses are always de ned for all strips in S 0 .
Lemma 13 One of the above two sets must have size at most half the number of ne essary strips.
Proof. This follows be ause if A is in the rst set then Al is not in the se ond. 2
De ning Categories, Doubling and Non-Doubling Strips. We lassify strips in S 0 into ategories
based on length. All strips with length in the range [2i ; 2i+1) are in the ith ategory, i  log n 1.
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Figure 15: The two kinds of strips onsidered in Lemma 13
Consider a strip A in S 0 . Let B be the losest strip to the right of A in S 0 , if any, whi h r-spans A
and is in the same ategory as A. If B exists then A is said be right non-doubling and B is said to be
the right su essor of A. In this ase, any strip in S 0 to the right of A and to the left of B whi h r-spans
A must be in a higher ategory than A and therefore, has its right blo king hole verti ally aligned with
or to the left of B. All other strips A are alled right doubling strips. Analogous notions are de ned to
the left. As will be shown in Lemma 17 shortly, ea h strip is the right su essor of at most one right
non-doubling strip.
Note that we have not yet de ned su essors for right/left doubling strips. We will do so after we
rede ne families later in this se tion.
Remark. The strips onsidered in Se tions 3 and 3.1 are right and left doubling be ause of Assumption
1. As remarked in Se tion 3.1, the notion of su essor de ned there is di erent from that de ned above.
The su essor de ned earlier orresponds to the su essor of a right or left doubling strip.
Lemma 14 The number of strips in S 0 whi h are both right non-doubling and left non-doubling is at
most jS 0 j=2.

Consider strip A whi h is both right non-doubling and left non-doubling. Let B be its right
su essor. Note that no other right non-doubling strip has B as a right su essor (this will be shown
formally in Lemma 17). We show in the next paragraph that B annot be a left non-doubling strip.
It follows that for ea h A whi h is both right non-doubling and left non-doubling, there is a unique B
whi h is left doubling. The lemma follows.
Suppose B is left non-doubling. Let D denote its left su essor. Then D is between A and B and
l-spans B. Sin e B r-spans A, D r-spans A as well. Sin e A; B; D are all in the same ategory, D would
be the right su essor of A, a ontradi tion. 2
Let S denote the subset of S 0 omprising strips whi h are either left doubling or right doubling or
both. The following lemma shows that S ontains at least 1/4th of all the ne essary strips. All further
referen es to strips in the paper will be to the strips in S . We will a ount for only these strips; the
remaining strips are dis arded.

Proof.

Lemma 15 The number of strips in S is at least one-fourth the number of re tangles laid out to over
the polygon.

Three kinds of strips have been ignored so far in de ning the set S :
1 Unne essary strips.
2 Strips A with the property that Al exists, where Al is the losest ne essary strip to the left su h
that the upper holes of Al and A are horizontally aligned (Fig.15(a)) and Al l-spans A.
3 Strips A whi h are both left and right non-doubling.
Unne essary strips have the same asso iated re tangle as some ne essary strip. By Lemma 13, the
number of strips of the se ond type is at most half the total number of ne essary strips. Finally, by
Lemma 14, the number of strips of the last type is at most half of the remainder obtained by removing
strips of the rst 2 types. 2
Proof.
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Figure 16: Two possible on gurations of strips A; B; C where B is the right non-doubling su essor of
both A and C
4.2 De ning Families and Witnesses

A ru ial di eren e from before is that right families omprise only right doubling strips, and similarly
for left families.
A right family is de ned to be a set of right doubling strips in S with the same right blo king hole.
The right su essor of a right doubling strip is the next strip A0 to the right in the family. The rightmost
strip in a right family has no su essor, and is alled a right terminal strip, as before. Left families
and su essors are de ned similarly. Noti e that this is the same de nition as in Se tion 3.1, where all
strips were left and right doubling.
We have now de ned su essors for all strips, whether doubling or not. As before, the right (left,
respe tively) witness ell of a non-terminal strip A (whether doubling or non-doubling) is the ell in its
right (left, respe tively) su essor, horizontally aligned with the upper hole of A. This witness is not
de ned if the upper holes of A and its su essor are horizontally aligned. The right (left, respe tively)
witness ell of a right (left, respe tively) terminal strip A is de ned as before, i.e., it is the ell in A
whi h is horizontally aligned with its right (left, respe tively) blo king hole.
The next lemma shows that ea h strip in S de nes a left witness, and is a straightforward onsequen e
of the de nition of S 0 .
Lemma 16 For all non-terminal strips A 2 S , the upper hole of A is not horizontally aligned with the
upper hole of its left su essor. Therefore, ea h strip A de nes a left witness ell, and possibly a right
witness ell.
Lemma 17 Any strip is the right (left, respe tively) su essor of at most two strips, one right (left,
respe tively) non-doubling and one right (left, respe tively) doubling.

Proof. We prove the \right" ase; the \left" ase is analogous. First, suppose there are two right
non-doubling strips A; C whose right su essor is strip B. Then A; B; C belong to the same ategory
and hen e l(A) < l(B) < 2l(A) and l(C ) < l(B) < 2l(C ). B must r-span both A and C . This an
happen only if either A r-spans C (or vi e versa) or A and C are both disjoint (see Fig.16). The former
possibility annot arise, sin e in that ase the right su essor of C would be A (or vi e versa) and in
the latter ase, l(B)  l(A) + l(C )  2 minfl(A); l(C )g, whi h implies that B annot be in the same
ategory as either A or C , a ontradi tion.
Next, onsider right doubling strips. If the right su essor of a right doubling strip A is strip B,
then A and B must belong to the same right family and B is the rst strip to the right of A in its
family. So B annot be the right su essor of any other right doubling strip. 2

4.3 Classifying Strips

Based on the above, we an lassify strips in S as follows. Re all that strips in S are left doubling or
right doubling or both.
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This lass ontains all strips whi h are either terminal strips or jumper strips. This lass has two
sub lasses.
Class 1.1 This lass ontains all strips whi h are either right terminals strips or left terminal strips.
Class 1.2 This lass ontains all strips whi h are either right jumper strips or left jumper strips.
Class 2 This lass in ludes all strips not in Class 1 and whi h de ne witness ells in both dire tions. This
lass has 3 sub lasses.
Class 2.1 This lass ontains strips whi h are left doubling and right doubling.
Class 2.2 This lass ontains strips whi h are left doubling and right non-doubling.
Class 2.3 This lass ontains strips whi h are left non-doubling and right doubling.
Class 3 This lass in ludes all strips not in Class 1 and whi h de ne only left witness ells. This lass has
two sub lasses.
Class 3.1 This lass ontains strips whi h are left doubling.
Class 3.2 This lass ontains strips whi h are left non-doubling.

Class 1

The aim now is to bound the number of strips in ea h lass by O(jOP T j( + logn )).
4.4 Properties of Cliques: the General Case

This se tion deals with the properties of liques in the general ase. We will generalize all the lemmas
stated in Se tion 3.2. We partition the optimal lique over, OP T , into disjoint liques in the same way
as des ribed in Se tion 2.4.
De nitions. De ne Tr (C; i) to be the set of strips of Class i, i being one of 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1 or
3.2, whose right witness ells are in lique C of OP T . Tl(C; i) for left witness ells is de ned similarly.
As mentioned earlier, we will sometimes abuse notation and identify a strip with its witness ell.
Before ontinuing, we reiterate that all right families omprise right-doubling strips only, and similarly, left families omprise left-doubling strips only. Note that with our new de nition of su essors and
families for strips in S , left versions (right versions, respe tively) of Fa ts 1{6 of Se tion 3.4 ontinue
to hold for left-doubling (right-doubling, respe tively) strips. This will allow us to use the proofs in
Se tion 3.4 here as well for these strips. In addition, it is lear that Fa ts 4 and 5 ontinue to hold
for all liques (and not just liques asso iated with doubling strips). Therefore, lemmas in Se tion 3.2
whi h use only these fa ts will generalize to both the doubling and the non-doubling ases dire tly.
The following lemma is exa tly Lemma 3 stated for the new de nition of terminal strips. The proof
is exa tly the same as Fa ts 1, 2, 6 ontinue to hold for doubling strips.
Lemma 18 All right (left, respe tively) witness ells asso iated with right (left, respe tively) terminal
strips are independent. Therefore, the number of terminal strips is O(jOP T j).

The following lemma is exa tly Lemma 4, stated in terms of the lasses de ned above. Again, the
proof is exa tly the same, be ause Fa ts 1, 3, 5 ontinue to hold for doubling strips.
Lemma 19 All strips in Tr (C; i) (Tl (C; i), respe tively) belong to distin t right families (left families,
respe tively), for all liques C in OP T and i being one of 2.1,2.3 (2.1,2.2,3.1, respe tively).

The following lemma, a generalization of Lemma 5, proves nested stru ture for liques (modulo
ex eptions).
Lemma 20 For any lique C in OP T and any lass i, i being one of 2.1,2.2,2.3 (2.1,2.2,2.3,3.1,3.2
respe tively), there exists at most one strip ( alled the ex
respe tively) right nested (left nested, respe tively).
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eption) whose removal makes Tr (C; i) (Tl(C; i),

The proof for Tl(C; i), i being one of 2.1,2.2,3.1, and for Tr (C; i), i being one of 2.1,2.3, is
des ribed in Lemma 5 (the same proof holds be ause Fa ts 1, 3, 4, 5 and Lemma 19 ontinue to hold
for doubling strips).
We shall onsider the remaining ase for Tr (C; i) here, involving non-doubling liques (i.e., i being
2.2). A similar proof will hold for Tl(C; i) with i being one of 2.3,3.2. We annot appeal to the proof of
Lemma 5 dire tly be ause Fa t 3 of Se tion 3.4 does not hold for non-doubling strips.
However, it is easy to see that the fa t stated in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 5 still holds.
We will give the rest of the proof assuming this fa t is true.
Suppose the strips in Tr (C; i) are not right nested. By the above fa t, if ea h strip in Tr (C; i) r-spans
the smallest strip in Tr (C; i), then there are no disjoint strips and the strips in Tr (C; i) must be right
nested. So there must exist a strip in Tr (C; i) whi h is disjoint from the smallest strip A in Tr (C; i);
onsider the smallest su h strip B. Clearly, neither A nor B an r-span any strip in Tr (C; i). We will
show that all other strips D in Tr (C; i) must r-span the lower of A; B. It would then follow from the
above fa t that the strips in Tr (C; i) with the upper of A; B removed are right nested. We onsider the
ase when B is below A; the other ase is identi al.
Consider a strip D as above and suppose it does not r-span B. By the fa t above, it must be
disjoint from B; in addition, it either r-spans A or is disjoint from A as well. Let X; Y denote the
upper two strips among A; B; D. So either X and Y are disjoint (as in Fig.10(b)) or (without loss of
generality) l(X ) < l(Y ) and Y r-spans X (as in Fig.10(a)). Let X 0; Y 0 be the right su essors of X; Y ,
respe tively. Sin e the right witnesses of A; B; D form a lique, re tangle R ontaining these witnesses
has its lower edge below the lower holes of X; Y and upper edge above the upper holes of X; Y . This,
oupled with the fa t that X 0 must stab verti ally through R, implies that l(X 0) > l(Y ); l(X ); further,
if X; Y are indeed disjoint then l(X 0) > l(X ) + l(Y ) > 2l(X ). But the latter annot happen as X is
right non-doubling and therefore X 0 and X are in the same ategory, whi h implies that l(X 0) < 2l(X ).
Thus, it must be the ase that Y and X are not disjoint, i.e., Y r-spans X . Then, l(X ) < l(Y )  l(X 0)
and Y must 0be in0 the same ategory as X . Sin e Y r-spans X , is in the same ategory as X , and to
the left of X , X annot be the right su essor of X , a ontradi tion. 2
Remark. As we mentioned earlier in Se tion 3.2, we an now ignore ex eption strips from all liques
of OP T .
Next, we generalize Lemma 6.
Lemma 21 Strips in Tl (C; i), i being one of 2.1,2.2,2.3,3.1,3.2 and in Tr (C; i), i being one of 2.1,2.2,2.3,
are in distin t size ategories.
Further, onsider a right family (left family, respe tively) or a set Tr (C; i) of strips, i being one of
2.1,2.2,2.3 (set Tl (C; i) of strips, respe tively, i being one of 2.1,2.2,2.3,3.1,3.2), for some lique C in
OP T . For any x, the number of strips whose length is more than 2x times the length of one of the two
previous strips to the left (right, respe tively) is O( logx n ).
Proof. For the rst part, we annot use the proof of the rst part of Lemma 6, be ause that proof was
based on Assumption 1 and so we des ribe it below.
Suppose two strips A; B in Tl(C; i), i being one of 2.1,2.2,2.3,3.1,3.2, are in the same size ategory.
Without loss of generality, assume B is to the left of A. By Lemma 20, B l-spans A. By the de nition
of a left non-doubling strip, A must be left non-doubling and its left su essor must either lie to the
right of B or be B itself. In either ase, A's left witness ell will be independent from B's left witness
ell, a ontradi tion.
A similar proof holds for two strips A; B in Tr (C; i), i being one of 2.1,2.2,2.3.
The se ond part of the Lemma follows by using the same argument as in Lemma 6, sin e this uses
only Fa t 1 for families, and the rst part for liques. 2
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 7.
Lemma 22 Let A; B 2 Tr (C; i) (Tl (C; i), respe tively) for some lique C in OP T and some lass i,
i being one of 2.1,2.2,2.3 (2.1,2.2,2.3,3.1,3.2, respe tively), with l(A) < l(B ). Let A0 ; B 0 be the right
Proof.

su essors (left su essors, respe tively) of A; B , respe tively. These four strips must be in the following
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order from left to right (right to left, respe tively): A; B; B 0 ; A0 . In addition, A0 annot r-span (l-span,
respe tively) B and must have its upper hole above that of B .

The proof for Tl(C; i), i being one of 2.1,2.2,3.1, and for Tr (C; i), i being one of 2.1,2.3, is
des ribed in Lemma 7 (the same proof holds be ause Fa ts 1, 3, 4, 5 ontinue to hold for doubling
strips).
We need to prove the lemma for the remaining ases only. We prove the lemma for Tr (C; 2:2); the
other ases have analogous proofs.
From Lemma 20, it follows that B r-spans A and hen e must lie to the right of A. If B is to the
right of A0 then the right witness ells a and b of A and B respe tively are independent (see Fig.11(b)).
Therefore, B is to the left of A0 and to the right of A. To show that the right su essor of B also lies
between A and A0 , we show in the next paragraph that A0 annot r-span B. Sin e A0 and B both
r-span A, they annot be disjoint either. Then, it follows that the right blo king hole of B is verti ally
aligned with or to the left of A0 . Therefore, the right su essor of B is also to the left of A0 .
Suppose A0 r-spans B. Sin e we are onsidering ategory 2.2, A0 and A are in the same ategory.
Sin e B r-spans A and A0 r-spans B, A; B are also in the same ategory, and then B, and not A0, will
be the right su essor of A.
It remains to show that the upper hole of A0 is above that of B. Re all that B's right witness ell
lies on the horizontal line ontaining the upper hole of B. If the upper hole of A0 is horizontally aligned
with or below that of B, the witness ells a and b of A and B respe tively would be independent (see
Fig.11(d)). Hen e, the upper hole of A0 lies above that of B. 2
De nitions. As before, we de ne strip A to be a right jumper if its right su essor has length at least
2l(A). Sin e  will be set to at least 1, all right jumpers are a tually right-doubling strips. Left
jumpers are de ned analogously.
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 8.
Lemma 23 Consider strips A; B 2 Tr (C; i) (Tl (C; i), respe tively) for some lique C in OP T and i
one of 2.1,2.2,2.3 (2.1,2.2,2.3,3.1,3.2, respe tively). Suppose l(A) < l(B ). The following two fa ts hold.
1. The verti al separation between the upper holes of A and B is at most 2 l(A).
2. If A is not amongst the smallest  non-jumper strips in Tr (C; i) (Tl (C; i), respe tively), the

Proof.

) .
verti al separation between the upper holes of A and B is at most 2(l(B1)

The proof is identi al to that of Lemma 8 (the appropriate generalizations of the lemmas used
there have to be invoked) be ause that proof uses only Fa t 4 and Lemmas 20, 21 and 22, whi h hold
for both doubling and non-doubling strips. 2
We generalize Lemma 9 next.
Lemma 24 Let A; B 2 Tr (C; i) (Tl (C; i), respe tively), for some lique C in OP T and i being one
of 2.1,2.2,2.3 (one of 2.1,2.2,2.3,3.1,3.2, respe tively). Further, suppose l(A) < l(B ). Then A lies

Proof.

ompletely above the right (left, respe tively) blo king hole of B .

The proof is the same as that of Lemma 9 (again, the appropriate generalizations of the lemmas
used there have to be invoked) as that proof uses only Fa ts 4, 5 and Lemmas 20,22 whi h ontinue to
hold for both doubling and non-doubling strips. 2
Finally, we need the following lemma, whi h generalizes Lemma 10.

Proof.

Lemma 25 Let C and C 0 be the liques in OP T ontaining the right and left witness ells, respe tively,
of a strip A. Let B be a strip in Tr (C; i) smaller than A. Let B 0 be strip in Tl (C 0 ; i) smaller than A.
If i is one of 2.1 or 2.2, then B 0 annot l-span B . If i is one of 2.1 or 2.3, then B annot r-span B 0 .
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The proof for i=2.1,2.2 is identi al to that of Lemma 10 as Fa ts 1, 3, 4, 5 used in that proof
ontinue to hold in the left dire tion for i=2.1,2.2 (these involve left doubling strips). Note that the
whole of the proof for Lemma 10 is not being invoked, rather, only the rst half is being invoked. To
invoke the se ond half (namely B annot r-span B0) as well, we will need the above fa ts to hold in the
right dire tion. This is indeed true for Class 2.1 whi h is right doubling as well but not for Class 2.2.
Invoking this se ond half for Class 2.1, we get the last part of the lemma for this lass. The proof for
i=2.3 is analogous. 2

Proof.

4.5 A ounting for Strips

The strips in ea h lass are a ounted for separately. The number
of strips in Class 1.1 is O(jOP T j) by
Lemma 18. The number of strips in Class 1.2 is O(jOP T j logn ) by Lemma 18 and Lemma 21.
Class 2.1 ontains strips that are doubling in both dire tions, like the strips in the spe ial ase
onsidered
in previous se tions. The number of strips in Class 2.1 an be shown to be O(jOP T j( +
log n )) by a proof identi al to those of Lemma 11 and Corollary 12; however, invo ations of lemmas in

Se tion 3.2 need to be modi ed to point to their respe tive ounterparts in Se tion 4.4 (see the remark
in Se tion 3.3).
The reason why the proof of Lemma 11 do not extend to other lasses as well is that Lemma 11
uses Lemma 10 in both dire tions, i.e., to laim that B0 annot r-span B and B annot l-span B0; this
an be done only for Class 2.1. Therefore, the remaining lasses need separate proofs, whi h are given
below.
4.5.1 Classes 2.2 and 2.3
Lemma 26 Consider a strip P

2 Tr (C; 2:2)

de ned). Then one of the following must hold.

and its right follower Q

1 P is either the largest strip or among the smallest

2 Tr (C; 2:2)

(Q need not be

 + 2 strips, in Tr (C; 2:2).

2 Q is among the smallest 4+1 strips in Tl (C 0 ; 2:2), where C 0 denotes the lique in OP T ontaining
the left witness ell of Q.

3 Let P 0 be the strip in Tr (C; 2:2) whi h is to the left of P and shorter than P su h that the number
of strips longer than P 0 and shorter than P in Tr (C; 2:2) is 3. Then either P 0 does not exist or
23l(P 0)  l(Q).
4 Let Q0 denote the strip in Tl (C 0 ; 2:2) whose left follower is Q. Then 2 l(Q0 )  l(Q).

We suppose that none of the four onditions hold and derive a ontradi tion.
Sin e ondition 1 does not hold, Q exists. The proof then pro eeds using the following laims, whi h
are proved in sebsequent paragraphs. We laim that any strip in Tr (C; 2:2) with length less than l(Q0)=2
must lie ompletely above Q0. Sin e ondition 3 is violated, P 0 must exist. We then show that P 0 has
length less than l(Q0)=2, and therefore lies above Q0. Sin e Q r-spans P 0 by Lemma 20, the verti al
separation between the upper holes of Q and Q0 is at least l(P 0). By the violation of ondition 2 and
Lemma
23 applied to Q0 and lQ(Q,)the verti al separation between the upper holes of Q and Q0 is at most
l(Q)
0
23 . It follows that l(P )  23 . This satis es ondition 3, a ontradi tion.
First, we show that any strip R in Tr (C; 2:2) with length less than l(Q0)=2 must lie ompletely above
0
Q . Clearly, R lies to the left of Q. Its right su essor S is to the right of Q, by Lemma 22. Further,
S has size less than l(Q0 ) (sin e l(R) < l(Q0 )=2 and Class 2.2 is right non-doubling). In addition, by
Lemma 22, the upper hole of S is above that of Q. It follows that the lower hole of S must also be
above that of Q0, otherwise l(S )  l(Q0), a ontradi tion. Suppose that R is not ompletely above Q0.
We will get a ontradi tion as follows. Sin e R is not ompletely above Q0 and S r-spans R, S is not
ompletely above Q0 either. Then one of the two situations shown in Fig.17 must hold, depending upon
whether S is to the left or right of Q0. In the rst ase, Q annot l-span Q0, and in the se ond ase, S
annot r-span R, both ontradi
tions. Therefore, R is0 ompletely above Q0.
0
Se ond, we show that P has length less than l(Q 0)=2. To do this, we0 will show that l(P0)  2l(Q0).
Then, sin e there are three strips between P and P in Tr (C; 2:2), l(P ) < l(P )=4  l(Q )=2. That
Proof.
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Q

Q

0

Q

(a)

0

(b)

Figure 17: (a) S is to the left of Q0 and Q does not l-span Q0. (b) S is to the right of Q0 and S does
not r-span R sin e it is not above Q0.
( )  2l(Q0) is shown as follows. We show in the next paragraph that P must have its upper hole
aligned with or below that of Q and its lower hole aligned with or above that of Q0. Thus l(P ) is at
most the verti al separation between the upper hole of Q and the lower hole of Q0. Sin e ondition 2 is
violated, Lemma
23 applied to Q0 and Q implies that the verti al separation between their upper holes
l(Q)
is at most 23 . Thus the verti al distan e between the upper hole of Q and the lower hole of Q0 is at
most l(Q0)+ l2(3Q) < l(Q0)(1+ 221 ), by the violation of ondition 4. Thus l(P )  l(Q0)(1+ 221 )  2l(Q0),
as required.
It remains to show that that P must have its upper hole aligned with or below that of Q and its
lower hole aligned with or above that of Q0. By Lemma 20, Q r-spans P and therefore the upper hole
of P is aligned with or below that of Q. By the violation of ondition 1 and by Lemma 20, whi h
states that all strips in Tr (C; 2:2) are in distin t ategories, there exists a strip R in Tr (C; 2:2) su h
(P ) < l+1
(Q)
that l(R) < 2l+1
4, l(R) < l(Q0)=2. From the earlier part
2 . Then, by the violation of ondition
0
of this proof, it follows that R lies ompletely above Q . Clearly, R is to the left of P . By Lemma 20,
P r-spans R and therefore the upper hole of P is above that of Q0 . Further, by Lemma 25, P annot
l-span Q0. Therefore, the lower hole of P must be aligned with or above that of Q0. 2
Corollary 27 The number of strips in Class 2.2 is O(jOP T j  ( logn + )).
Proof. We onsider 4 sub lasses, depending upon whi h of the onditions in Lemma 26 is satis ed. The
number of strips P whi h satisfy the rst ondition is learly O(jOP T j ) be ause ea h lique in log
OP T
has O() su h strips. The number of strips P whi h satisfy the third ondition is O(jOP T j  n ),
using arguments similar to those used for Class 2.1 in Corollary 12, onditions 4 and 5. Next, onsider
strips P su h that either ondition 2 or 4 holds. Su h a strip P has a unique right follower Q in
Tr (C; 2:2). Note that any strip in Tr (C; 2:2) is the right follower of at most one strip. Thus it suÆ es
to bound the number of strips Q whi h are right followers of strips P satisfying ondition 2 or 4. Using
arguments similar to those in Corollary 12, the number of su h strips Q satisfying ondition 2 an be
shown to belogOn(jOP T j  ) and the number of su h strips Q satisfying ondition 4 an be shown to be
O(jOP T j   ). 2
A similar argument as above works for lass 2.3.
Corollary 28 The number of strips in Class 2.3 is O(jOP T j  ( logn + )).
lP

4.5.2 Classes 3.1 and 3.2
Lemma 29 Consider a strip P in Tl (C; 3:1) or Tl (C; 3:2). Let Q be the right su essor of P . Let j
be the lass ontaining strip Q and C 0 be the lique ontaining the left witness ell of Q. Then either
j = 1:1 or j = 1:2 or Q is among the smallest 2 + 2 strips in Tl (C 0 ; j ).
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Figure 18: The two s enarios in Lemma 29 (a) j=2.3,3.2 (b) j=2.1,2.2,3.1
Sin e P belongs to Class 3.1 or Class 3.2 and not to Class 1.1, it has a well de ned right
su essor Q. Further, sin e P does not de ne a right witness ell, the upper holes of P and Q are
horizontally aligned (see Fig.18). In addition, if P is right non-doubling then l(Q) < 2l(P ) and if P is
right doubling then l(Q)  l(P )2 as P is not a right jumper (i.e., it is not in Class 1.2). Note that
if P is in Class 3.2 then it must be right doubling, as all strips in S are either left doubling or right
doubling or both (re all the de nition of S from Se tion 4). We onsider various ases depending upon
the nature of Q.
Suppose j 6= 1:1 and j 6= 1:2. Then Q is not a left terminal strip. Let Tl(C 0 ; j ) have k strips smaller
than Q. Let these be R1; : : : ; Rk , in in reasing order of length. We need to show show that k  2+1.
By Lemma 20 and Lemma 21, the Ri s and Q together form a left nested set of strips and therefore,
belong to distin t ategories. Note that sin e j 6= 1:1, Q and ea h of the Ri s have left su essors. Let
Ri0 denote the left su essor of Ri . There are two ases now, depending upon whether j is one of 2.3,3.2
or one of 2.1,2.2,3.1.
First, suppose j is one of 2.3,3.2. Then Q and the Ris are all left non-doubling (see Fig.18(a)). Then
Ri0 is in the same ategory as Ri . Sin e all Ri s and Q are left nested and in distin t size ategories,
l(R10 ) < l(R20 ) < : : : < l(Rk0 ) < l(Q), and 2k 1 l(R10 ) < l(Q). All Ri0 s must be between P and Q. For, Ri0
annot be to the right of Q by Lemma 22. And, if Ri0 is to the left of P then the left witness ells of Q
and Ri are independent be ause Q's left witness ell is on the horizontal line joining the upper holes of
P and Q. From Lemma 22, the upper hole of ea h Ri0 is above the upper holes of both Q and P . Ea h
Ri0 must r-span P be ause Ri0 must l-span Ri and the hat hed region is hole-free (be ause Q r-spans
P ). Thus l(P ) < l(R10 ). Therefore l(Q) > 2k 1 l(R10 ) > 2k 1 l(P ). So if k   + 1, l(Q) > l(P )2 , a
ontradi tion (see the rst paragraph of this proof, note that   1). It follows that k   in this ase.
Se ond, suppose j is one of 2.1,2.2,3.1. Q and the Ri s are all left doubling (see Fig.18(b)). Note
that the hat hed regions in the gure must be hole-free as Q must r-span P and l-span Ri . Then the
lower hole of ea h Ri must be below that of P , otherwise the left witness ell for Ri will be on or to
the left of P and independent from the left witness ell for Q, a ontradi tion. Therefore, the verti al
distan e between the upper hole of P (or of Q) and the lower hole of R1 is at least l(P ). Sin e the Ris
and Q belong to distin t ategories 2l(P )  l(Q) > 2k 1l(R1) (the rst inequality follows from the
rst paragraph of this proof). It follows that the verti al separation t between the upper holes of R1
and Q is at least l(P ) l(R1) > (2k 1  1)l(R1). For k  2 + 2, t > (2:2 1)l(R1) > 2l(R1).
This ontradi ts Lemma 23 (the rst part, applied to R1 and Q). Thus k  2 + 1 in this ase, as
required. 2
Corollary 30 The number of strips in Class 3.1 and 3.2 is O(jOP T j  ( logn + ))
Proof. Ea h strip in these two lasses has a right su essor, whi h in turn has a left witness by Lemma
16. Further, by Lemma 17, any strip is the right su essor of at most 2 strips. By Lemma 29, either,
(a) the right su essor of a strip in these two lasses is in Class 1.1 or 1.2, or, (b) the right su essor
of a strip in this two lasses is in some lass j 6= 1:1; 1:2 and is amongst the smallest 2 + 2 strips in
Proof.
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( ), for some lique C 0 in OP T . Strips in Classes 3.1,3.2 for whi h the right su essor satis es the
latter property are learly O(jOP Tlogj n ) in number. And strips for whi h the right su essor satis es
the former property are O(jOP T j  ) in number by Lemmas 18 and 21. 2

Tl C 0 ; j

4.5.3 Summing Up
Theorem 31 The number of re tangles needed to over the given polygon is

( p#logN n ), where #N

is

the number of ne essary strips and therefore, the number of re tangles used by our algorithm.

From Corollaries 12, 27, 28, 30, it follows that jSj= O(jOP T j  maxf logn ; g). By Lemma
15, jSj is at least a quarter of the number of re tangles used bypour algorithm, whi h is equal to the
number of ne essary strips. The theorem follows by setting  = log n. 2
Proof.

5

Counterexample

If the average family size was O(1) for all polygons, then our laim that there always exist #F independent points will give a onstant fa tor approximation algorithm. Unfortunately,
this is not the ase.
Here we give an example of a polygon in whi h the average family size is ( logloglogn n ).
This example
an also be slightly modi ed in a way su h that all right witness points an be overed
log log n ) liques and the average right lique size is ( log n ) but the average family size
by O( #Nlog
n
log log n
(both left and right) remains ( logloglogn n ). However, in this example, overing the left witness points
requires (#N ) liques and the maximum lique size is O(1) for these points. This example was the
key to our lower bound. We do not know whether there are examples where the average lique size is
super- onstant for both the left witness points and the right witness points. In this sense, our bound
of plog n does not seem like an unnatural meeting point.
Let l be a parameter, whi h we will ultimately set to log n. We give an example where the average
left family size, average right family size, and average right lique size are all (logl n).
Our polygon will have two kinds of holes, non-blo king and blo king. There will be (n) blo king
holes and (n logl n) non-blo king holes; so most holes will be non-blo king. First, we will des ribe the
arrangement of non-blo king holes and then that of blo king holes. All subsequent referen es to strips
will be to those formed by non-blo king holes.
Non-blo king holes are arranged in olumns. Ea h olumn has a ertain sparsity. A olumn with
sparsity i will have lni + 1 holes in it, where 0  i  logl n; these holes will be put in rows 0; li; 2li;   .
So the least sparse olumn will have n + 1 holes in rows 0; 1; 2; 3; : : : ; n and the most sparse will have 2
holes in rows 0; n. There will be li 1(l + 1) olumns of sparsity i, i  1. Therefore, the total number
of non-blo king holes will be (n logl n). The arrangement of these olumns an be des ribed by the
following sequential pro edure.
The leftmost and rightmost olumns will have sparsity 0. Between these two olumns, put l + 1
olumns of sparsity 1; these l + 1 olumns together onstitute a pa k. Then, between ea h pair of
onse utive olumns of sparsity 1, put a pa k of l + 1 olumns of sparsity 2, and so on, as shown
in Fig.19. Note here that a pa k of sparsity i + 1 olumns is only put between pairs of onse utive
olumns of sparsity i whi h belong to the same pa k; these sparsity i olumns will not have any olumns
of sparsity less than i between them.
Blo king holes will always be pla ed as follows. First, we form right families omprising strips formed
by non-blo king holes in olumns whi h are not the last in their respe tive pa ks. Note that most (all
but (n)) non-blo king holes lie in su h olumns.
Consider a olumn C with sparsity i whi h is not
the rightmost olumn in its pa k. There are lni strips in su h a olumn. These strips are organized into
groups of l strips ea h, the strips in ea h group being verti ally onse utive. Consider one su h strip
whi h is the j th strip in its group. We de ne a right su essor s0 for s, where s0 is the unique strip in
the olumn C 0 de ned below whi h r-spans s; C 0 is the j th leftmost olumn amongst the pa k of l + 1
sparsity i + 1 olumns nested between C and the next sparsity i olumn to the right of C . The size of
ea h right family de ned by the above right su essors is learly large, i.e., (logl n).
We will now arrange blo king holes so that all strips in ea h right family de ned above will indeed
have a ommon right blo king hole. For ea h right family de ned above, put a blo king hole immediately
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Figure 19: Arrangement of olumns of sparsity i and i + 1
to the right of the rightmost strip in su h a way that it blo ks all strips in this family. The number of
blo king holes put is learly (n).
Thus, what we have a hieved above is an arrangement of (n logl n) holes where all but O(n) strips
lie in right families of size (logl n). We remark here that all but O(n) strips lie in left families of size
(logl n) as well in this arrangement. The pi ture of a \basi blo k" shown in Fig.20 will be helpful in
seeing that this is true.
A basi blo k omprises the following holes.
1. Holes bounding a group
of strips on a olumn C of sparsity i, where C is not the rightmost olumn
in its pa k. Let h; h0 be the topmost and bottommost su h holes (see Fig.20).
2. All blo king holes whose verti al position is between between h and h0 and whose horizontal
position is between C and the next olumn in the pa k ontaining C .
3. All non-blo king holes whi h are lo ated verti ally between h and h0 and are on olumns of sparsity
i + 1 between C and the next olumn in the pa k ontaining C .
5.1 Getting Large Right Cliques

We need to make a modi ation to the above onstru tion to get large right lique sizes while leaving
left and right family sizes as before.
The modi ation is that olumns ontaining non-blo king holes need to be shifted downwards by
varying amounts, while maintaining most (but not all) of the right and left families as su h. This
shifting is des ribed by the following sequential pro edure.
The shifting pro edure is arried out in rounds. In the ith round, only olumns of sparsity i or more
will be shifted. Assume that the pro edure has already been exe uted for i rounds. At this point, for
any olumn C of sparsity i, all olumns of sparsity i + 1 or more whi h appear between C and the next
olumn in its pa k will not have experien ed any shift relative to C . For ea h strip s in a olumn C of
sparsity i whi h is not the rightmost in its pa k, let map(s) denote that strip whi h has the same right
blo king hole as s and lies on a olumn of sparsity i + 1 between C and the next sparsity i olumn in
C 's pa k. It an be veri ed from the shifting pro edure below that map(s) is always well-de ned and
that a basi blo k (su h as the one shown in Figure 21) has blo king holes for strips in C forming a
group distributed diagonally (this basi blo k requires forming groups of l onse utive strips on olumn
C , leaving the rst l 1 strips out of this grouping; this is to a ount for the shifts made to C so far).
So ea h basi blo k formed by groups on C looks as in Figure 21, ex ept that holes in this basi blo k
on sparsity i + 1 olumns between C and the next sparsity i olumn D in C 's pa k are all aligned with
h, the top hole of this group. The i + 1st round pro eeds as follows.
For ea h olumn C of sparsity i whi h is not the rightmost olumn in its pa k, onsider any group
of strips on C . Let h be the topmost hole in this group. Ea h strip s in this group is onsidered in turn.
Let P denote the pa k of sparsity i + 1 strips nested between C and the next sparsity i strip to the
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right. The olumn C 00 immediately pre eding the olumn C 0 ontaining map(s) in P is shifted down so
that the hole whi h was horizontally aligned with h is now aligned with the upper hole of s (see Fig.21).
In addition, all olumns nested between C 00 and C 0 will also be shifted down so that no relative shift
is introdu ed between C 00 and these olumns in this round. For future referen e, we denote the strip
on C 00 whi h now r-spans s by map(s) and the strip on C 0 whi h now r-spans s by newmap(s). Note
that map(s) is de ned unless s is the rst strip in its group. Figure 21 shows a basi blo k after this
modi ation.
The above shifting pro edure modi es right families, be ause right su essors of strips ould have
hanged. For ea h strip s in C , the right su essor hanges from map(s) to newmap(s). Families
de ned by this new de nition of right su essor are also large, essentially be ause, a right su essor an
be de ned for every strip other than those whi h are on the last olumns in their pa ks. Thus, all but
O(n) of the strips will ontinue to be in right families of size (logl n).
Also, the average right lique size is (logl n). To see this, note that the right witness points of
s; map(s); map( map(s)); : : : form a right lique and that map(s) is de ned for all those s whi h are
not the rst strips in their respe tive groups or in the last olumns in their respe tive pa ks. Sin e there
are only O(n) strips s whi h are either the rst strips in their respe tive groups or in the last olumns
in their respe tive pa ks, the total number of right liques is (n) and the average right lique size is
(logl n).
It now remains to show that left families ontinue to be large after the above modi ation. Consider
a olumn C of sparsity i and the next olumn D to its right in its pa k. As is lear from Figure 21, left
su essors an be de ned in the pa k P for ea h of the strips in D, ex ept those strips whi h are either
the rst or last in their respe tive groups. De ning left su essors re ursively in this way ensures that
the average left family size is also (logl n).
5.2 Large Left and Right Cliques?

In the above example, it an be seen with some e ort that all left liques have size O(1). We do not
know whether this example an be modi ed so that the average left and right liques sizes are both
large.
6

Con lusions

A number of loose ends remain for this problem. The main question, of ourse, is whether the approximation fa tor an be brought down to O(1). Another question is whether there exists a polygon whose
lique over and independent set numbers are small-o of the number of ne essary strips.
Related Problems. We brie y mention some related problems and the urrent state of knowledge on
these problems.
Non-Axis Parallel Re tangles. One variant of the above re tangle overing problem is when the
overing re tangles need not be axis-parallel.
Our te hniques do not seems to extend to this ase. However, they do extend even when all the
overing re tangles must be in lined at the same angle, or at one of a onstant number of angles.
But there are examples where re tangles in lined at an arbitrary number of angles are involved in the
optimal over. And in this ase, the issue seems to be di erent and related to the problem of overing a
given set of points using a minimum number of straight lines. We do not know the exa t nature of this
relationship though. No o(log n) approximation fa tor is known for this problem either (see [1℄). We
des ribe an example below where
the optimum over has size O(n) when non axis-parallel re tangles
are allowed, whereas it is (npn) if only axis-parallel re tangles are allowed. This gives support for
the intuition that the size of the minimum over should be mu h smaller if non axis-parallel re tangles
are allowed.
Partition the n  n grid into a2 tiles of size n2=a2 ea h ( as in Figure 22(a)). One su h tile is shown in
Figure 22(b). Ea h tile has dimensions n=a  n=a. The stru ture of the tiles results in a partition of the
grid into triangles along the boundary and rhombuses inside. Ea h rhombus has n=a holes on ea h of its
sides. First, onsider the ase when only axis-parallel re tangles are allowed. Ea h rhombus needs n=a
29

(a)

(b)

Figure 22: Covering with non-axis-parallel re tangles
axis-parallel re tangles for overing. Similarly, ea h triangle needs n=a re tangles to be overed. The
total number of triangles is 4a and the total number of rhombuses is (a2). Therefore, the optimum
has size (a2n=a + 4an=a). Next, onsider the ase when arbitrarily oriented re tangles are allowed.
Now ea hprhombus an be overed byp just one re tangle. Therefore the over size is (an=a + 4an=a).
For a = n, the over sizes are (n n) and (n) respe tively.
Non-Re tilinear Polygons. When the polygon itself is not re tilinear but has only obtuse angles,
suitably dis retizing the problem so as to apply the greedy set overing algorithm [10℄ is itself nontrivial. Lev opoulos and Gudmundsson [15℄ showed that this an indeed be done. So this problem too
has an O(log n) fa tor approximation algorithm and no better bound is known.
Re tilinear Polygons and Fat Re tangles. When the overing obje ts are squares or re tangles with
bounded aspe t ratio, then Lev opoulos and Gudmundsson [16℄ give a onstant fa tor approximation
algorithm.
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